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INTRODUCTION AND
CONTRIBUTORS

Welcome to the first Sports Technology Annual Review.
With so much data about sports technology already
available, the aim of this document is to go beyond the
numbers and provide insight into the status of the
sector today.

The report’s main contributors are immersed in using and
understanding technology as an integral part of their roles in the
sports industry. They engage daily with tech companies, sports
scientists, business leaders, coaches and athletes, and sports
brands of all types and sizes.

The conclusions drawn throughout the report are based on three
sources:

We hope you find The Sports Technology Review informative and

1. Submissions into The STA Group awards from 			 thought provoking.

		

the past three years.

2. Information from the English Institute of 			
		

Sport’s Performance Innovation team.

3. Independent research and verification from a 			
		

variety of sources.

This team has collaborated over a sustained period to pool
their findings. We believe the opinions and conclusions posed
throughout The Review are made by people uniquely well-placed
to form such views, all of which have been included following
considerable thought, research, and debate.

Our Contributors
Co-Author Rebecca Hopkins, STA Group
Co-Author Dave Thomas, EIS
Contributor Tash Carpenter, EIS
Contributor James Platt, EIS
Contributor Terry Martin
Designer Jez McCoy, Graphics Planet
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This publication has been written in general terms, so it is
recommended that professional advice is sought before acting
or refraining from action based on the information this report
contains. The STA Group and the English Institute of Sport
accepts no liability for any losses arising to any person or
organisation as a result of any content within this publication.
The STA Group is the trading name of The Sports Technology
Awards Ltd which is a limited liability company registered in
England and Wales, company number 09424310, registered
office address 85 Great Portland Street, First Floor, London,
United Kingdom, W1W 7LT.
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The English Institute of Sport Ltd is a limited liability company
registered in England and Wales, company number 04420052,
registered office address The Manchester Institute Of Health
And Performance, 299 Alan Turing Way, Manchester,
England, M11 3BS
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced without prior permission of The STA Group.

KEY FINDINGS

An important part of The Sports Technology Annual Review is its
inaugural Power List. It is always interesting to witness the work
of individual brands and organisations in the sector but, taken as
a whole, the list reveals a lot about the influence of technology in
the wider sports industry.
An intriguing aspect to the Power List was the geographic spread
it represents. In all cases Head Offices or location of ownership
was the determining factor of country of origin, resulting in the UK
and US dominating the list, with the astounding result of no Israeli
brands featuring. This omission is largely due to the dominance
of governing bodies, broadcasters, performance and teams in the
line-up and is almost certainly likely to change in 2021.
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Industry insiders may not be surprised that governing bodies are
prevalent in the rankings but the margin they command as a
group is both surprising and heartening. Looking at the governing
bodies which feature overall, there is a mild bias favouring sports
which aren’t inherently technical but are hugely popular, however
the governing bodies which oversee very technical sports largely
score higher in the Power List. This factor wasn’t a fundamental
consideration when compiling the list, so it is fair to conclude that
technical sports engender an innate inclination to innovate.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The sports technology sector remains vibrant, diverse and
continues to evolve. The sports technology world is, by its
nature, subject to rapidly changing trends and movements. While
eight years ago, the wearables market seemed unstoppable,
it plateaued, rationalized, and now appears to be resurgent.
Of the areas that have seen steady and continued growth, the
one at the fore is data analysis, where various forms of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) are being deployed to unearth new insights in
both performance and fan engagement. Of course there are
always technologies emerging in the commercial sector, and
the challenge for any performance team can be where to direct
attention, and what to ignore.
So which sports are leading the charge when it comes to
developments in technology? The ones that have always been
tech-led, or others that have suddenly seen the light?
Motorsport, sailing, golf, basketball, American football, and
cycling are obvious areas being driven forward from the top down
by their governing bodies. They understand risk, have a tolerance
of it, and are open to the culture of innovation. Sports like
football, which are seeing tech-led growth, are doing so thanks
to companies which supply them and which service both the elite
and grassroots markets.
Technology targeting the commercial side of sport is widespread.
Some has been repurposed from other markets to become
relevant to the sports industry, but the majority is sectorspecific. It spans fan analytics and engagement, content, all
forms of broadcast, venues, and operations, digital and betting.
What unites these technologies is the ever-increasing need to
demonstrate return on investment (ROI) to its target market.
How is this being achieved? Largely through speed of service,
rationalization of human resource, cost savings in areas such as
travel, or increased revenue through improved insights.
With the exception of the Nike Vaporfly, innovation seems to
have stalled in the world of sportswear manufacture. The lag in
marrying great apparel and footwear to cutting edge, integrated
software has been evident for some time, but the current climate
may be further discouraging development.
Conversely, technology is increasingly being adopted to elevate
and enhance performance support provided to elite athletes.
Advances in biosensing have brought about the advent of
individualized training prescription, optimized in response to
changes in an athlete’s biochemistry, for example through real-
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time access to hormone levels. Meanwhile athlete health and
injury prevention remain a focus, with several technological
innovations emerging around head injury prevention and coaching
tools enabling insights into conceptual areas, such as ‘bravery’,
make the sector exciting
At first glance more technology, by volume, appears to be
produced to satisfy the industry’s commercial needs than those
of performance. However, many high-profile clubs, federations
or Olympic nations are known to have created focused R&D
programs but keep most performance-impacting work out of the
public domain. The likely explanation is an attempt to retain any
match-winning performance advantages behind closed doors.
There is evidence of significant recruitment of in-house analysis
teams at several big players, specifically across computer vision,
AI, and machine learning, as organisations seek to unearth
information from a multitude of data sources. This is especially
prevalent in American sports, where data is collected centrally
and distributed throughout the leagues, with the technological
competitive advantage in who can best exploit it.
Over the course of the past year certain trends have been
expediated because of the pandemic, most notably esports and
considerations relating to venue design. Additionally, there have
been short-term quick-fix solutions such as artificial crowd noise,
but the big question is how relevant will these all be
in a year’s time?
And at the end of a particularly difficult
year and depending on which aspect
of sports technology is in focus, the
question confronting everyone in the
sector is how do you balance wellbeing,
results, and performance? In the battle
between the bottom line and the
finishing line, a winner has yet to emerge.

TECH-FORWARD
SPORTS

The trend now in sports is that the sector has moved away
from ‘tech for tech’s sake’ and is seeing technologies adopted
to address specific problems or issues. Whilst pressure to
demonstrate ROI is universal, innovations appear to be prompted
by two distinct sources; governing bodies looking for solutions
which meet clear challenges, and private enterprises which
have spotted opportunities either through a gap in the market
or revisiting a current need via fresh application of more
sophisticated technology. The latter group is wisely steering
away from launching work in the vague hope it meets a need
somewhere – a surprising, unsuccessful but common finding in
previous years. Canny developers are liaising with the target
end-user concept and beta stages to ensure the final product finds
its market.
The current wave of innovations is impacting in four ways:
• Match adjudication:
as well as striving for more accurate interpretations of play,
technologies that alter the way in which competition is
officiated, as well as how decisions / protocols can be sped up,
are emerging as increasingly important and influential.
• Improving athlete performance:
whilst technology cannot replace human insight, the analysis
now available is of a level previously unthinkable. It is possible
to track, assess and signpost otherwise unseen trends and
relationships to further support the coaching process, injury
prevention and athlete health. Growing interest in biosciences
and in hormone monitoring is also impacting technology.
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• Fan consumption of competitions:
this area is expanding rapidly and has been shaped, in part,
by the appetites of Generation Z (who prefer short-form,
freemium, moving and non-linear) and in part by new factors,
such as action being relayed from previously inaccessible
places, e.g. ocean racing. All sports are monitoring fans’ tastes,
for example, the degree of personalization being sought.
• Tracking and monitoring fan behaviour:
data has always been in large supply but now tools are
available to rights holders to offer unparallel insight into what
fans do, therefore what they want. A world-class example of
this is F1 Fan Voice, an ‘always-on’ global research community,
offering fans the opportunity to feedback, engage and interact
with the governing body.

So, which sports are the most innovative?
• Motorsport:
spanning F1, NASCAR, Formula E and Motor GP, as well
as powerboat racing, this emerged as a highly forwardthinking sport, with technology spanning performance and
commercialization in almost equal measure. Not only are the
governing bodies highly active, the sport’s whole eco-structure
shows strong levels of commitment to tech-led innovation. As
well as exciting developments around fans and engagement,
both remotely and at live events, several elements of the
sport have been quick to seize opportunities created by the
pandemic, most notably – but not exclusively – via esports.
• Cycling:
the influence of technology is, unsurprisingly, evident
throughout cycling, both as a standalone sport, within multisports such as triathlon, and in the fitness sector. However,
special acknowledgment needs to go to the Tour de France,
which embraces technology to evolve its offering every year.
• Basketball:
the NBA, FIBA and Euroleague have impressive records in using
technology to shape their sport. Whilst there appears to be
a strong bias towards impressive business management and
fan engagement innovations, performance problem-solving
technologies are also present and developing.
• Golf:
of all sports, golf emerged as one of the most clearly dedicated
to improving player performance as part of its wider suite of
technologies, not least of all in the grassroots space. However,
technology is evident throughout the elite game too, and
includes anti-corruption and speed / fairness of play. Again, the
wider sport benefits from several visionary rights holders, most
notably The European Tour.
• American Football:
whilst the NFL is clearly a leading adopter and instigator of
technology throughout its sport, significant focus seems to
be on revenue generation and fan engagement centrally,
with impressive work being done at stadium / venue level and
within some teams. As a high-impact contact sport, American
Football presents numerous innovation opportunities within
athlete welfare; solutions have yet to fully mature, but have
the potential to be lifesaving. With so many sports having a
vested interest in preventing head trauma, this is an area where
improved invention is widely welcomed.
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• Sailing:
continues to be a force in this sector, most notably via SailGP
and Emirates Team New Zealand. Innovations such as onboard
telemetry, video streams, and graphical overlays in race footage
and live fusion of boat and biometric data make the sport safer
and faster, as well as far more engaging to watch.
• Football:
football’s global popularity ensures its place within any wider
discussion on innovation. Commensurate with broadcast’s
power in the sport, many innovations have been seen which
relate to streaming and broadcast, as well as fan engagement.
In other areas, such as domestic
leagues (e.g. LaLiga), broadcasters
(e.g. BBC), and teams (e.g.
City Group), exciting
innovations are being
embraced holistically,
as evidenced through
the establishment
of brand-owned
funds, incubators
and accelerators.
Elite football clubs
and leagues are
highly commercial
environments, explaining
why innovations are
either multiuse or have
demonstrable ROI.

TECH-FORWARD GOVERNING
BODIES AND TOURNAMENTS

Not unexpectedly, the evolution of technology in sport is
driven by the support of tournaments and governing bodies.
35% of the new technology seen enjoys governing body and /
or managing organisation support and, of this group, 83%
receives direct support (i.e. funding or endorsement) from a
governing body, professional franchise, organisation, or club.
Technology pertaining to governing body-owned tournaments
is overwhelmingly supported by the rights owner, but this drops
away significantly when that is not the case.
There is increasing pressure on federation and tournament
executives to balance investment in technology with the returns
it gives. So, it is unsurprising that most technology emerging is
orientated towards commercially viable income generation rather
than performance advantage. Technology is the perfect go-to
within business for two reasons; it lends itself to creating new and
nimble revenue streams (e.g. over the top (OTT) broadcasting,
fast user generated content, retail, advertising etc.). Secondly, it is
highly trackable, therefore measurable, so results can be properly
assessed.
Tournament sponsors which are either technology brands or which
partner technology companies have brought groundbreaking
ideas to bear. Canon’s sponsorship of the 2019 Rugby World
Cup saw it debut its free viewpoint video system, allowing 3D
reproductions of match footage to be created, which delivered
otherwise impossible camera angles.
Less visibly, IBM has become firmly embedded in a myriad
of sports tournament initiatives, including Wimbledon, The
Masters and FOX TV’s broadcast of the FIFA World Cup. Looking
forward, Intel and AliBaba have promised real-time pose tracking
graphics embedded into the broadcast feed during the Tokyo
Olympics. This involves tracking athletes’ limbs, then overlaying
graphic displays of joint angles and velocities into the broadcast
feed, giving fans a much greater insight into the competitors’
extraordinary physical capabilities.
The powerful sub-sector of the sports industry which spans
commerce and competition is broadcast. It is evident that
partnerships with broadcasters creates fertile ground for innovation,
not just in adopting tech-led solutions but also in creating the
environments by which to develop them. Comcast NBCUniversal’s
SportsTech Accelerator program is a stand-out model in this regard;
the hub’s stated intent is that several US governing bodies stand to
benefit from any successful developments (including NASCAR and
several US Olympic sports), but the start-ups in the program are
most likely to be broadcast-focused.
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A significant portion of fan engagement technology overlaps with
traditional broadcast and OTT. Fan engagement has been a very
fragmented sector for the past decade, and like some areas of
performance it is consolidating. The form this is taking is a move
from single technologies by individual small suppliers, to ‘one stop
shops’ where fans can choose social, digital, information services,
OTT viewing options etc. all under one brand. For broadcast,
OTT has been the single most directional force within this space
for the past decade and shows no sign of slowing. The factors
determining this are three-fold, a) behemoth brands have entered
the market and are looking for increased share of revenue,
b) traditional broadcasters want to maintain market share
and operate more sustainably, especially around international
tournaments and c) Generation Z has joined the consumer
market. With attitudes formed by their formative experience
with the gaming market, Generation Z has a vastly different view
of how brands should create loyalty and how they should be
expected to engage with content.
The continued growth of OTT creates an interesting bump
between rights owners and broadcasters. Clearly rights holders
want – and need - their broadcast partners to thrive but are
mindful of ‘making bank’ from OTT opportunities themselves. This
is it proving a huge catalyst for exciting innovation in the space.
On a scale of ‘serviceable’ to ‘groundbreaking’,
there are a gratifying number of technologies
which really look set to change the status
quo; for performance, this sits within
highly individualized training design,
head injury prevention and the use
of more sophisticated algorithms
extracting hidden value from nonconventional data sources, with video
a particular area of focus. For business,
as well as more data analysis undoubtedly
esports is a major force set to disrupt the
sector, as already witnessed during the period
of global lockdown. The lack of live sport
created a staggering void in many lives, and the
teams, rights holders and broadcasters who had
caught the eleague wave early, were the ones
who filled that void best.

TECH-FORWARD CLUBS
AND PERFORMANCE
Increasingly, professional clubs are working in partnership
with technology providers, or are embracing innovators which
create technologies that fulfil a need within their organisations.
Elsewhere, top-tier football clubs are known to be investing in
in-house machine vision and data-science programs. While this
doesn’t necessarily result in the creation of ‘tech’, it does establish
a competitive advantage by extracting the maximum possible
value from data available, without requiring significant financial
investment in hardware development.

Whilst technology for elite athletes has become far more
prevalent, the vast majority of developments are, at least in part,
software based. The most probable cause of this is the relatively
low cost of software development, when compared to hardware,
meaning that tech-forward kit is less likely to come from the startup business community. Although it does still occur, hardware
development iterations are longer, designs are less flexible, and
A/B testing is more difficult; hardware development also carries
significantly more commercial risk.

The top-down decision-making process in many sports does
reduce club level initiatives but where teams enjoy more freedom,
as in The EPL and selected European teams, they are often at the
forefront in adopting technology. Catalysts for this include a) club
wealth – they have the resources, know-how and confidence to
invest, b) club autonomy and c) the need to compete for younger,
technologically sophisticated fans.

For grassroots, participation continues to be key and shows no
sign of abating. Two key areas here are the increase with ‘in
game’ data gathering; rather than simply encouraging people
to participate, the technology has evolved to help those already
participate become more engaged. Secondly, more grassroots
clubs and teams are adopting digital tools to help them improve
and grow as entities.

Within the elite athlete space there are two factors which drive
innovation, namely improved performance, and athlete duty
of care. New technology here is likely to find its niche through
maximizing value from training effort, in offering additional
insight to augment coaches’ thinking, and in squeezing out
performance advantage through the careful application of
equipment and apparel. At a physiological level, impressive
transference of technology and methodologies from the medical
industry are supporting increased understanding of an individual’s
training adaption, for example, how menstruation affects each
athlete differently.

In the realm of performance generally, there is still a major trend
toward data-driven training analytics with the result that this area
is becoming increasingly crowded. The opportunity to enter the
market with either a product superior to existing competitors, or
with a completely new concept is now much harder, and perhaps
the big disruptors will be those that can best interpret what
already exists, rather than providing new data sources.
There are some exciting products achieving this
but rationalization of the space, rather than
marked expansion, can be expected in the
coming years.

The area of bioscience is likely to be one that grows significantly
in the coming years, where a move to feedback changes
in biomarkers in minutes, rather than weeks, will allow for
meaningful adjustment to training prescription, which could
ultimately lead to a reduction in lost days due to illness.
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EMERGING
TECHNOLOGY

Whether reviewing new, groundbreaking innovations or adapted
and refined existing technologies, there are five areas which stand
out, namely:
•
		
•
		
•
		
•
•
		

‘Smart Stadium’ technologies, which monitor spectators, 		
their behaviour, stadium access and purchasing actions.
Augmented Reality (AR) and how it is being applied to 		
broadcasting and viewing.
F1’s at-home biometric monitoring of viewers which is then 		
being used to produce better future broadcasts.
Sensor technologies across both business and performance.
Using AI algorithms on data to predict, challenge or
outthink users.

Technology to support athlete welfare and behaviour is a
significant part of this but commercially focused developments
outnumber those relating to performance. The sport in which
the widest spread adoption of technology is evident is football,
with motorsport claiming second place. Football’s dominance is
most likely a reflection of its massive participation numbers, which
present a very appealing market for interested commercial parties.
However, given F1’s clear commitment to a raft of exciting new
innovations, it will be interesting to see how the balance between
the two sports alters over the next few years.
Technology initiatives related to digital content generally, and
OTT, streaming and broadcasting specifically, are being driven by
economics, audience consolidation and the need to operate more
sustainability, which technology undoubtedly allows brands to do.
The factors reshaping sports content delivery are shorter attention
spans of viewers, increased competition for consumer attention
and loyalty, and increased amount of mobile media consumption.
Further growth is expected in Smart Stadium technology,
accelerated significantly by the pandemic. Whilst safety and
sustainability were key topics, this has now expanded to hygiene
and social distancing. Esports will be ever-more prevalent in
traditional sports, again partly due to the pandemic but also
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owing to their scope for audience consolidation and revenue
generation. Digital collectible trading (and blockchain enabled
franchise ownership) is likely to evolve from something many
people find largely conceptual into more widely available, tangible
products.
Bolder innovators in sport would also do well to look at the areas
of fem-tech, biological sensing, head injury prevention, and the
power of AI to drive insight. A fundamental requirement for
success is to ensure governing bodies, leagues and clubs embrace
and adopt these innovations.
Finally, there are, as yet un-met expectations to see more
innovation from major sports apparel and footwear
manufacturers, but the wait is likely to continue. Business
objectives dictate that the lucrative consumer fashion market will
generate better returns and when true sector-disruption arrives
(Speedo’s LZR, Nike’s Vaporfly and Kookaburra’s graphite bat),
it carries the risk that the impact on performance is significant
enough that its use is prohibited by governing bodies. Conversely,
when a market is shown to exist, fast-following competitors will
typically echo such developments in their own products, such as
the release of the Adidas Adizero and Asics Metaracer coming hot
on the heels of the Nike Vaporfly.

THE POWER LIST

Position 1

F1
Governing Body

F1 achieved this year’s top spot thanks to its commitment
to innovation across every facet of its business, with
performance and audience engagement being areas of
special note.
On the performance front, the sport now uses the most efficient
engine on the planet; a V6 turbo-hybrid generates 20% more
power with 26% fewer CO2 emissions comparesd with the V8
engine of 2013

As a governing body, F1 is pushing the boundaries of fan
engagement including Project Reddit, an analytics program which
gathers high volumes of viewer / fan chat during races; Project
Fanzone, spectator monitoring technology which monitors fan
behaviour and experiences at events; F1 Fan Voice, an online
research community to increase knowledge about consumer
feeling; a fan app with statistics, live-tracking, and predictions;
an eSports league; and biometric monitoring systems for TV
audiences, providing insights for future broadcasts.

Position 2

Position 3

Tour de France

Emirates Team New Zealand

Governing Body

Governing Body

What secured the Tour de France second place was the continued
– and impressive – annual improvement in creating an ever-more
attractive, immersive, and exciting event, revolutionizing the
experience for viewers, commentators, and the media.
The Tour has created a fan engagement strategy that has evolved
from focusing on making data available, to using data to tell great
stories; as an organisation it embraces exciting technologies, such
as live rider tracking, predictive and real-time data.
Credit should be given to its partner, Dimension Data, which
delivers a fully mobile data centre throughout the race, including
a data truck, cloud platform, collaboration tools, and cybersecurity
applications and monitoring.

Yachting’s oldest and most prestigious race has an impressive
history in embracing cutting-edge technology and design.
As current holders of the America’s Cup, Emirates Team New
Zealand have dictated the move away from the previous hydro
foiling catamaran towards the innovative AC75 foiling monohull,
which is said to be faster and safer than previous
iterations.
With cup holders holding sway over the
competition, not only hosting the event
but also dictating equipment, rules,
and race format, Emirates Team New
Zealand is in an influential position
in a competition which leads the way
in sailing design, instrumentation and
telecommunications.
With a pedigree in the use of simulators,
these platforms have driven Emirates Team
New Zealand’s hardware, software, firmware,
and tactical decisions and will do so as the
2020 America’s Cup World Series approaches.
As if this wasn’t impressive enough, all this, of
course, takes place on water.
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Position 4

Position 20

Position 36

NBA

Hawkeye

Sky Sports

Governing Body

Performance

Broadcast

Position 5

Position 21

Position 37

European Tour

IBM

Golden State Warriors

Governing Body

Technology Company

Team

Position 6

Position 22

Position 38

NFL

FIBA

XSens

Governing Body

Governing Body

Performance

Position 7

Position 23

Position 39

Statsports

BT Sport

FIFA

Performance

Broadcast

Governing Body

Position 8

Position 40

Tournament

Position 24
Intel (sports and eSports)
Technology Company.

Position 9

Position 25

Position 41

Catapult

Sunset and Vine

NCAA

Performance

Broadcast

Governing Body

Position 10

Position 26

Position 42

Genius

GFinity

SPORT LOGiQ

Sports Data

Esports

Performance

Position 11

Position 27

Position 43

PGA

SportRadar

Governing Body

Sports Data

Tottenham Hotspur
Stadium

Position 12

Position 28

City Football Group

Hudl

Team

Performance

Position 13

Position 29

McLaren

Barcelona

Team

Team

Position 14

Position 30

Nascar

FOX

Governing Body

Broadcast

Position 15

Position 31

AELTC

ITF
Governing Body

Venue
Position 44

Apple
Technology Company
Position 45

ESPN
Broadcast
Position 46

Singular Live
Broadcast

SailGP

Dartfish

Governing Body

Performance

Position 16

Position 32

Position 47

Bayern Sports
Team

EA

MLB

Esports

Governing Body

Position 17

Position 33

La Liga

INEOS

Governing Body

Team

Position 18

Position 34

BBC Sport

Nike

Broadcast

Sporting Goods

Sports and Wellbeing
Analytics

Position 19

Position 35

Formula E

Timeline TV

Performance

Governing Body

Broadcast

Position 48

Canon

Technology Company
Position 49

Move.AI
Performance
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Position 50
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